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Looking at that title, let’s be clear about something, no…I’m not thinking about first “place”, for
that is pipe dream and a lost cause these days as second place is looking tenuous at best,
particularly after this weekend on the South Side. Rather, if you figure that I’m not thinking about
1st place, I’m probably thinking about something else with 1st as the descriptive term (hint –
rhymes with “place”) and I’ll get to that in all due time. As we meander our way down that 1st
base line, let’s realize that this time of year when every team starts to turn their focus on what
they need to do next year to put themselves into a position to compete for the playoffs and while
the 2011 Indians were improbably in that position as recently as a week ago, most everyone’s
thoughts have turned towards what figures to be an interesting off-season on The Reservation.

Given that it was only a week ago in this space when the thought (however small that thought
may have been) existed that the Indians still could make a move in the AL Central, it is amazing
how quickly things turned from “this is a group of players that is coming together and has a
chance to be REALLY special for the next few years” ( read this to feel better about the
long-term outlook for the Tribe) to “there are just too many holes to fill with no chance of filling
them to even think of competing in 2012” in…oh, about a month. Certainly, the performance of
the Indians (and the Tigers) plays a major role in that 180-degree turn towards pessimism, but
this Indians team is not devoid of bright spots going forward, much less building blocks to form a
strong foundation.

While this isn’t breaking any new ground, the 2011 team is/could be flush with young talent up
and down their lineup (Asdrubal, Santana, Choo, Kipnis, Brantley, Chisenhall) that was
decimated by injuries and though the pitching staff still has some potentially special players at
the top of their rotation (Masterson, Ubaldo), the news that Carrasco will undergo TJ surgery
and the implosion of Fausto in the Detroit series now seem to have the sky falling on the North
Coast as the Indians have quickly gone from a team that looked to be well-positioned for 2012
and beyond to a unavoidably flawed team in the eyes of some. Though that certainly is not a
feeling that is felt throughout all of the fanbase, watching the Tigers run roughshod over the
Tribe (and their playoff chances) has definitely turned the focus to next year and what the
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Indians need to accomplish in the off-season to put themselves (once again, remember) in the
mix for a divisional crown…and perhaps more.

      

While much of that focus for what the Indians “need” has been on adding that “big bat” via trade
or FA to sit in the middle of the lineup, one positive development of the last month or so has
been that the Indians’ bench for 2012 has started to take shape and, if nothing else can be
taken from the end of this season, the fact that the Indians’ “B” lineup (and look to see how
they’ve performed over the last month
) has been able to hang in there as long as they have should be taken as a positive. Between
the performances of Donald, Duncan, Hannahan, and Marson, the Indians may finally have a
“homegrown” bench that could fill out the role of Utility IF, RH bench bat, late-inning defensive
replacement at the corners, and back-up catcher into 2012 and beyond…and for not a lot of
money.

That may not have anyone running out to purchase season tickets for 2012, but after watching
the Indians comb through the scrap heap for a number of years to fill those roles, that’s at least
a step towards being able to more efficiently managing payroll, where it isn’t deemed
“necessary” to add an Austin Kearns or an Orlando Cabrera in an attempt to “buy time” for a
young player or to fill out the bench with someone that was known to be flawed and overpriced
when signed. Forget the idea that the lineup for next year is pretty easy to envision (except for
1B…but I’ll get to that), the bench is actually looking pretty solid as well as those guys stepped
up when they needed to step up, even if they’re contributions weren’t enough to keep pace with
the Tigers.

As for that lineup (and that “big bat” and 1B), Acta admitted on Friday what many have known
all season when he said, “Right now, first base and third base are positions where we should be
looking into improving for next year, whether that’s within or from the outside…Those are
positions that you expect some production out of it. You can get away with one of those
positions being a defensive one, if you have a lot of offense coming from everywhere else.” If
you parse through those (accurate) statements, you can see it as a call to action for a guy like
Chisenhall (who responded by hitting 2 HR that night) and LaPorta and an admission that the
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Indians are more than comfortable going with Hannahan (the “defensive one”) if The Chiz needs
more seasoning in AAA at any point next year. While it would seem that some incarnation of
Hannahan and Chisenhall will patrol the hot corner for next year (and I’m OK with that), the
situation at 1B is foggier, although very little fog is a by-product of the idea that Matt LaPorta is
going to be a factor in 2012 as I think that the Indians have admitted to themselves that they
need to make plans at 1B for next year (and beyond) without counting on contributions for
MaTola.

While Acta said publicly that LaPorta “has had issues with using his legs properly during his
swing”, what’s more telling is to read between the lines of Acta’s comment that LaPorta has
“worked hard” but that “regardless of what you work on, you still have to have the discipline to
get pitches in the zone and do some damage.” Essentially (and this comes as no surprise to
anyone paying attention), LaPorta’s issue is with his plate discipline and, placed against what
was written by Terry Pluto last week in terms of LaPorta, it doesn’t look to be an easily-rectified
issue. Last week, Pluto wrote in his Sunday column last
week (which…you HAVE to remember,
comes straight from what the Indians are telling him) that “the Indians have been trying to have
LaPorta cut down on being such a guess hitter. He commits too early to his swing, guessing a
fastball is coming. They want him to be more disciplined at the plate.”

While the “plate discipline” seems to be the talking point on LaPorta from all of the Tribe
higher-ups, this admission from the Indians that MaTola is essentially a “guess hitter” is
terrifying to me as it means that his problems aren’t mechanical or related to injuries or
something that are easily fixed, particularly because a “guess hitter” with LaPorta’s power can
crush AAA pitching while looking foolish against the better pitching in MLB. Unsurprisingly, the
“guess hitter” LaPorta has a .953 OPS in 483 AAA PA and a .694 OPS in 972 MLB PA with the
threat persisting that the only way that LaPorta can truly adjust to not being a “guess hitter” is
that the necessary adjustments for him need to come in MLB. That is, if LaPorta heads back
down to AAA and crushes the ball again, but relies on his raw ability and continues to “guess” at
pitches, feasting on AAA fastballs, there is little room for growth as it doesn’t improve his
approach…it only reiterates the idea that he is a talented player, if not a fully-developed hitter.
Sadly, the only thing that will challenge him to change his approach will come against MLB
pitching, against whom he’s posted a sub-700 OPS in nearly 1,000 PA.

So what are the Indians to do at 1B for next year if this may be who LaPorta is?
Surely, they won’t just hand him and his .694 career OPS the keys to 1B again next Spring

Training as they can simply send MaTola to AAA for 2012, as he does have an option left, in the
hopes that it provides a wake-up call and he forces himself to make adjustments that other
highly-touted power prospects have as they eventually carve out a niche for themselves. But in
terms of adding a piece (which is necessary), what’s to say that the Indians’ targeting a top 1B
prospect from another team (like Cincinnati’s Yonder Alonso, blocked by Joey Votto) won’t fall
into the same downward path that LaPorta seems to be treading?

For as much talk as there is about Yonder Alonso as a trade chip for the Reds to dangle, he
had a lower OPS and fewer HR than Cord Phelps did in the International League
, with each spending their 2011 season in AAA as 24-year-old players. That’s not meant to
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make any grand pronouncement on the future of Alonso or Phelps, but it’s easy to forget that
LaPorta was the 23rd highest rated prospect prior to 2008
and had a first half of 2008 that put him at the very top of some mid-season prospect lists in
2008 (and go look at
these
two
lists
) and was still seen as
a Top 25 prospect in baseball as recently as mid-2009
.

Now, we’re left to wonder whether MaTola can even be a useful piece as his power is
tantalizing, but his plate discipline is holding him back from penciling his name into the 1B spot
for 2012 (much less a 25-man roster spot) while he provides a cautionary tale to any idea that
the Indians can just find another “blocked” prospect from another organization to acquire
because, as we’ve all found out from Matt LaPorta, “top prospect” status is no guarantee of
future stardom or even future usefulness. Additionally, if the thought exists that the Indians
should be looking at guys like Alonso (and I’m just using him as an example), realize that Kipnis
and Chisenhall figure to spend the majority of 2012 in the Cleveland infield and supposing that
the 2012 team can contend with three players that are essentially rookies patrolling the infield is
a difficult leap to make.

So what are the Indians to do at 1B?
Given the LaPorta “concerns” and with the idea that Santana is going to head back behind the

plate (where his bat is more valuable), it certainly seems pretty likely that they’re back to adding
a 1B, but as “easy” as that may sound in theory, even if they were to find next year’s version of
Casey Kotchman, a good glove guy who had struggled offensively to a certain point in his
career and who was able to find some consistency when given the chance this year, I can’t
imagine that adding a “scrap heap” guy like Kotchman (who has no power) would do much to
assuage fears that the Indians were going to attempt to fill the 1B hole next year by
“outsmarting” the rest of MLB.
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On the FA market, Mike Cuddyer and Lance Berkman represent the two most intriguing nameson the FA front as each is RH, can play 1B for a year while spending some time in LF or at DH,then slide over to become a full-time DH when Hafner’s 2013 option is declined. But thequestion becomes what each will command on a FA market, particularly considering that theteams who may be targeting Pujols and Fielder may see Cuddyer and Berkman as Plan B andPlan B1. Actually, that’s a nice segue into what the FA market all could mean for the Indiansand their 1B…um, dilemma as a lot of this game of musical chairs with 1B around the league isgoing to depend on where Pujols and Fielder land. That is to say, a team (and there are lotsinterested )could add Pujols or Fielder, making a young 1B available or a situation could take a player outof the Indians’ potential plans, like if the Cardinals lose Pujols, increasing the likelihood thatBerkman stays in St. Louis in an attempt to fill the void that Pujols could leave in America’sheartland.To that end, Bob Nightengale in USA Today reports that, “there are rumblings that theFlorida Marlins, who move into a new stadium in 2012 and may be looking to make a splash,will be a big player in the Pujols-Fielder sweepstakes”. While that may be hard to envision,remember when another NL Eastteam was moving into a stadium and wanted to make a big “splash” in the FA marketto draw fans?Seriously, go read that article ( here’s the link again ) about how Thome was signed by thePhillies – a team that was “unwilling to spend money in the past” – as they attempted togenerate fan interest before moving into Citizens’ Bank Park in 2004…the Phillies, “unwilling tospend money”.Oh, how TV revenue and market size have affected MLB in less than 10 years…Regardless (and back to the 1B “issue” this year, not 8 years ago), it would certainly be difficultto envision a noted “skinflint” like Jeff Loria pulling something like this off. But if Loria really isgoing to be making baseball decisions as he is purported to be, perhaps with the Marlins moving into that new stadium in 2012, they could make a play for oneof those “Big Two” of Fielder or Pujols, which would make a player likeGaby Sanchezperhaps available. Though Sanchez is 27 years old, he has posted a positive OPS+ every yearhe’s been in the league and is under club control through the 2015 season, not even beingeligible for arbitration until after the 2012 season. Sanchez is a RH bat that has some pop anddoesn’t strike out all that much and while it hard to picture Loria trading a young and “cheap”ballplayer given his…um, reputation in terms of spending, it is worth noting that the Marlins oweHanley Ramirez $46.5M over the next three years and Josh Johnson $27.5M over the next twoyears, so they have spent big money on players in the past. Perhaps Loria and his band ofmerry bean-counters look at a guy like Fielder (who spent his formative years in FLA) and thegate that he would attract to a new stadium and become a surprise player in the 1Bsweepstakes.

Given the struggles of the Marlins’ closer Leo Nunez (who is about to become even moreexpensive), perhaps the Marlins could parlay Sanchez into some bullpen help with the idea thatmaybe Loria would be interested in adding a former Miami Hurricane to theback-end-of-the-bullpen to generate fan interest as he moves into his new digs. Of course,Sanchez is also a former Hurricane (and Chris Perez’s former teammate), but the point of all ofthis conjecture is to point out that, depending upon where Pujols and Fielder end up, the Indianscould find themselves a trade partner for a team that may be “upgrading” at 1B with Pujols andFielder, giving the Indians an opportunity to talk about a player that may have not been thoughtto be previously available.Another team (and affected player) to watch in terms of off-season FA activity might be theTexas Rangers, who could use their HUGE market-size advantage (and the TV dollars thatcome with it…and remember this, if you question the TV revenue disparity based onmarket ) to distance themselves from the AL West pack. Perhaps theRangers make a play for Pujols or Fielder, making a guy like Mike Napoli available to the Tribe.If you remember (of even if you don’t), Napoli was a player that was identified (here) as one who could have been a fit in Cleveland last off-season and given that he was traded(twice) last off-season and with his performance in 2011, you have to wonder if Napoli was themove they should have made going into 2011.Of course, nobody assumed that the Indians would make the push they did in the AL Central in2011, but Napoli was dealt by the Blue Jays (who had just acquired him from the Angels) to theRangers for the 31-year-old reliever Frank Francisco and cash. This year, Napoli has 24 HRand a .995 OPS as a RH bat while playing C, 1B, and DH. Whether the Rangers would be willing to move Napoli because they’re looking to moveMichael Young to 1B or if they’re looking to make a bigger “splash” in the FA market for a batand the Rangers are one of the teams (according to MLBTR, at least) that could have interest in either Pujols or Fielder this off-season, remains to be seen,but Napoli’s RH power bat would look awfully good in the middle of the Tribe’s 2012 lineup,even if he’s only under club control through the 2012 season and is about to get a BIG paydayin his final year of arbitration.
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Given the names that are out there that the Indians don’t figure to be in on (Pujols and Fielder)and how the 1B market will evolve after those two dominoes fall, the addition of a 1B for nextyear is going to be a fluid situation until some of the dust settles with Pujols and Fielder. All told,this “new” Tribe Front Office was aggressive and unafraid to make moves that put the best teamon the field when the possibility of contention found them in mid-May and, while it is possiblethat they do slink back towards the inactivity of previous off-seasons, given the Ubaldo deal, Ihave trouble seeing the Tribe brass standing pat at 1B or just waiting for the ENTIRE market toshake out and picking through the detritus at the end of the off-season in an attempt to cobbletogether an effective situation out of ineffective options.Remember, the last time the Indians were attempting to capitalize on a group of talentedplayers as they “went” for the AL Central, the Tribe inked Kerry Wood to a 2-year, $20.5M dealand when the Indians last attempted to make the jump from “young team” to playoff contender,they inked Kevin Millwood to a 1-year, $7M deal. When they’ve been in similar situations, theorganization has spent some money (some wisely, some…not so much), but they would seemto have some money to spend to upgrade the lineup.While that money is neither Pujolsian nor Fieldersian, it is more likely that the money thrown atthose two affects the 1B landscape across in a way that the Indians can perhaps capitalizeupon. Whether that means that players like Gaby Sanchez or Mike Napoli (or whomever)become available or if it takes Mike Cuddyer and Lance Berkman into financial deals that theIndians should avoid remains to be seen, but the Tribe will unquestionably look to upgradethemselves at 1B in the off-season. Given the failures of LaPorta (and the youth of the infieldelsewhere), their target is unlikely to be a hot-shot prospect waiting for a chance as they’ll likelyset their sights on a more established player that can settle into the middle of their lineup toprovide stability to a lineup that (if healthy) has the potential to be dangerous.Who that player is and how the Indians go about their pursuit of said player is an answer that isprobably a few months off…even if speculating on it has already begun.  Follow @TheDiaTribe
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